
У зорях небесних великий закон 

Написаний золотолитий, 

Закон над закони: свій рідний край 

Над все ти повинен любити. 

                                   Ян Неруда 

                                                 

 My Dear Kosiv 



                             My Town 

My native town – it is my tale 

With castles big and fairy fence. 

It is the land of famous names  

Of people with their “ golden” hands. 

 

It is the song of unforgotten nights 

With dancing wild and waterfall. 

My town – it is the voice of mountain  

With breath of water, warmth and all.  

My town – the cradle of my life 

With mother’s songs and father’s dance. 

It is the storm in heart with life, 

It is my love and it’s my chance. 

 

It is the part of our world 

I need it always with my heart. 

My duty is to love it and to held  

For my descendants. It’s my future,    

                present , past. 

 



    Kosivschyna – a part of historical –      

    ethnographical region of Ukraine. 

 

  Kosiv district was formed in 1939. 

Kosiv - a picturesque town at 

the foot of the Carpathian 

mountains.  



              Kosiv was: 

 a part of Kyiv Rus; 

 

 Galician–Volynian principality; 

 

 under the rule of Moldovia 

 under the rule of Hungary; 

 

 under the rule of Poland; 

 

 under the Soviet power. 



    In 1424 prince 

Swydryhailo granted 

“Kosovo village with the 

monastery” to the 

Moldovian boyard 

Drahosynovych 



     In the 1564 the village     

   headman of Sniatyn    

  Temchynskyi founded     

    Rykiv  town. 

 1565 – Kosiv was 

appeared as a town 



       Kosiv was attacked: 

 by oprysky (folk rebels): 

    under the leadership of   Hryhorovych in 1602; 

                                            Lunga in 1698; 

                                            Ivana Pysklyvoho in 1701; 

                                            Pynty in 1704; 

                                            Vasylia Baiuraka ( 1744 -1754); 

                                            Oleksy Dovbusha in the 30th – 40th    

                                            years of  the XVIII century; 

 

 

 

 

 by the raids of the Crimea-Tatars (1621 - 1629). 



  The foundation of Kosiv 



  My                            Kosiv 



      Kosiv in my memories 



With Love in My Heart 



The Warmest and Dearest Moments 



    Come Back Me, 

                       My Fate 



A Fairy Spring 



  The Kingdom of Summer 



           The Golden Autumn 



      The Sparkling Winter 



  Our Beauties 



                                   

 Huk 

  In the past 

Nowadays 



                Kosiv Waterfalls 

As for the structure of Kosiv waterfalls or “Huks”, they have two parts: 

“Huk” just a waterfall and murmur (“shum”)- it’s the part of the river where 

the water fall down creating a burning cauldron with a stormy white foam up 

on it. 

          Huk       Shum 



  The waterfalls in Kosiv have three “Huks” with      

     the names in the past till the World War II.  



    The first “Huk”, the nearest to the town, was named    

  “The Jewish” because mostly the Jewish youth rested   

     here.  



The second “Huk” was named “The Polish”. A lot of Polish 

resting houses were situated on this place. “Na Skalie”, 

“Bayka” were on the left hand of the river.  



 

The third “Huk” had the name “The Ukrainian”. It’s up stream and it was the 

lovely place for Ukrainians from Lviv and other cities and for emigrants from 

Poland. This waterfall was artificial, making with the help of dam. You could find 

a mill and a saw-mill named “Tartak” on the right hand of it. 



But the most attractive “Huk” was the first one, “The Jewish”. 

You could see the strengthen beaches there, the street 

partitioned  off balustrade with metal tubes and the stairs with 

handrails. 



Just here there was a real waterfall. The water was 

throwing down from the high of 5 meters.  



                                           Ivan Franko loved walking here;  

 

                              Kost Levytskyi enjoyed of breathing fresh air here;              

 

                              Mykola Senkovsky made a lot of photos here;  

 

                              Mykhail Rudnytskyi, Anatoliy Kos-Anatolskyi      

                              visited this place; 

 

                              Ivan Dzioba, Ivan Svitlychnyi,Ihor Kalynets, Yuriy              

                              Badzia, Les Taniyk enjoyed themselves with the    

                              beauty of “Huks”.  

 

                              Volodymyr Ivasiuk wrote his well-known song              

                              “Vodohray” under the sounds of this waterfall; 

 

             Kosiv Waterfalls and famous people 





 Kosiv is 

               a unique land 



 Kosiv’s Bazar 



 Touristic   Kosiv 



Kosiv 

Kosiv… It is the place where I 

was born. 

It’s the seat where I was grown. 

It is the place of all my life. 

I love this place with all my heart. 

Kosiv… It is the memory of my 

childhood. 

It is the glance into the future. 

It is my life with all its sides. 

It is my dream. And how I like it! 

Kosiv… It is my hope without any 

doubts. 

It is the beauty of breathing 

nature. 

It is everything around us, 

And we are only its little pieces. 

 

Kosiv… It gives me the strength to 

live. 

It gives me the picture of life. 

Its colourful slides help me to be 

The best in my life. The best to 

everyone. 

Kosiv… It’s cradle of my years, 

It is the castle of my hopes. 

It teaches me to live and love. 

It is my lovely Motherland! 

O. Volyniuk 



                 Love Kosiv  

            with all your heart 


